| ADMINISTRATOR’S TEST BOOK | Indicator LAE 4.1.5.a.11  
Word Structure  
DOK Level 1, Stage 3 |
|---------------------------|--------------------------|
| Prepare                   | • Place student test page in front of the student.  
• Call student’s attention to the page. |
| SAY                       | Look at this picture. Indicate |
| ASK                       | Which word goes with the picture?  
Indicate and read answers.  
(1) spider  
(2) spiders |

Text that is in bold print must be read by the Test Administrator word for word. 

Information in italics is only for the Test Administrator and is not to be read aloud.
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Corresponding numbers for option responses are only on the Test Administrator’s page and may be used for recording student responses on the answer document.
**Prepare**
- Place student test page in front of the student.
- Call student’s attention to the page.

**SAY**
There is air in the basketball. Indicate.

**ASK**
Which shape is the air?
Indicate (but do not read) answers.

- (1) square
- (2) rectangle
- (3) circle
Prepare

- Place student test page in front of the student.
- Call student’s attention to the page.

SAY

This is a very heavy table. Indicate. It needs to be moved.

ASK

What can be put on the table legs to make it easy to move?

Read and indicate answers.

1. hinges
2. pedals
3. wheels
Define the question:

Which baby hatches from an egg?

Indicate and read answers.

1. duck
2. child
3. kitten
| Administrator’s Test Booklet | Indicator SCE.8.4.4.3  
Earth’s History  
DOK Level 1, Stage 3 |
|---|---|
| **Prepare** | • Place student test page in front of the student.  
• Call student’s attention to the page. |
| **SAY** | Follow along as I read this sentence. Indicate.  
Most islands were made by volcanoes many years ago. |
| **ASK** | Are volcanoes still making islands today?  
Indicate and read answers. |
| | (1) yes  
(2) no |
Most islands were made by volcanoes many years ago.

yes  no